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4. Give a brief account of Morphological features of Echinoidea and add a note on its geological distribution.



TKN/KS/16 – 5863 Fourth Semester B. Sc. Examination



OR



GEOLOGY



Describe the following :— (A) Glossopteris.



Paper – I ( Palaeontology )



(D) Lepidodendron.



: (1) All questions are compulsory. (2) All questions carry equal marks. (3) Draw neat sketches wherever necessary.
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(C) Ptilophyllum.



5. Write on the following in not more than two sentences (Solve any ten) :— (A) Define a fossil.
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[ Max. Marks : 50
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Time : Three Hours ]



(B) Vertebraria.



1. Give a brief account of various modes of preservations of fossil. OR Discuss in detail various uses of fossils. 2. Give an account of Morphological features of Brachiopoda and add a note on its geological distribution.
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Describe the morphological characteristics of Gastropoda and add a note on its geological distribution.



(A) Describe the Morphological Characters of Graphtolitoidea and add a note on its geological distribution. OR
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(B) Micropalaeontology.



(C) Gastrdites. (D) Camerae. (E) Ceratitic Suture. (F) Goniatitic Suture. (G) Medusa. (H) Corallite. (I) Calyx. (J) Cephalicshield. (K) Axial Furrow. (L) Thorax.



Describe the following :— (B) Reproduction in foraminifera. (C) Geological distribution of foraminifera. TKN/KS/16 – 5863
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Describe the morphological characteristics of Gastropoda. and add a note on its geological distribution. 3. (A) Describe the Morphological Characters of. Graphtolitoidea and add a note on its geological. distribution. OR. Describe the following :â€”. (B) Reproduction in foraminifera. (C) Geological distribution of foraminifera. 4. 
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(B) Mobile belts. (C) Continental rifting. 50. 8. Describe the following with the help of neat sketches : (A) Morphological characteristics of meandering channel.
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from the depleted mantle wedge of the north- ern Luzon subduction zone (Fig. 4B) picked. up old zircons from the accreted Cathaysian. continental crust during magma ascent and/or. in the magma chamber. The degree of crustal. involvement can be estima
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